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• Understanding massive stars

• How do stars explode?

• The first photons

Themes



Understanding massive stars
is fundamental to astrophysics:

• Feedback (LSS, galaxy evolution and 
cosmology)

• Origin of the elements, dust, molecules 
and life

• Formation of compact objects: GR, 
GW

Understanding massive stars



Massive stars are diverse

Diversity likely depends on numerous parameters

Mass
Metallicity
Rotation
Magnetic field
Binarity
…



Metallicity is a key parameter

Massive star populations in MW and Magellanic
clouds are different



Explosions are different

Metallicity likely a key factor; we have no 
information on effects at high-redshift  

PTF; Arcavi thesis



Only LUVOIR can study massive 
stars at relevant low metallicities

LUVOIR can undertake a systematic spectroscopic study 
of massive stars in the nearest “first galaxy” analogs

I Zw 18 (HST) Z=1/5 Solar

At D=10 Mpc, 
1”=48pc



How did the first massive stars 
look like?

LUVOIR spectra can: search for missing W-R stars;  
reveal wind velocities; measure rotation  velocity 
distributions and binary fractions; constrain magnetic 
fields – for “first galaxy” analogs



Understanding GW sources

HMXBs in such galaxies are likely the progenitors of 
LIGO BH-BH systems 



Understanding how stars explode

Early SN observations 
and Flash spectroscopy:

Measure the radii and 
surface composition of 
exploding stars 

Evidence for pre-
explosion instability

New initial conditions 
for explosion models? 
additional physics 
needed?



Flash spectroscopy in the UV

Measure for each event also its natal metallicity

Study the local analogs of early Universe explosions –
only with LUVOIR



Direct detection of SN progenitors

Image the surviving blue 
companions of supernovae 
from binary systems

In nearby galaxies: snap 
images of exploding 
compact stars before they 
explode (for our kids)



The first photons

The discovery of superluminous supernovae (SLSNe) 
means the likely sources of the first observable photons 
are stellar explosions

Gal-Yam 2012, Science



The first photons

Locally-observed events are visible to z=20 without any 
extrapolations; once discovered (as K-band dropout 
transients) these will remain there for years

JWST 4µ

JWST 2.2µ

The First Superluminous Supernova (based on Gaia16apd)

Courtesy P. Brown 
and the JWST First Transients ERS



The first photons

To make these useful for, e.g., reionization studies, need 
to know rates and population properties (e.g., luminosity 
functions) which can only be measured in the UV at low 
redshift

Nicholl et al. 2017



Time domain requires flexibility

This is the fastest growing non-planets astro activity on 
small scales



Thanks!


